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PREFACE

This report is prepared under guidance contained in the
Recommended Guidelines for Safety Inspection of Dams, for Phase
I Investigations. Copies of these guidelines may be obtained
from the Office of Chief of Engineers, Washington, D.C. 20314.
The purpose of a Phase I investigation is to identify expedi-
tiously those dams which may pose hazards to human life or pro-
perty. The assessment of the general condition of the dam is
based upon available data and visual inspections. Detailed
investigation, and analyses involving topographic mapping, sub-
surface investigations, testing, and detailed computational eva-
luations are beyond the scope of a Phase I investigation;
however, the investigation is intended to identify any need for
such studies.

In reviewing this report, it should be realized that the
reported condition of the dam is based on observations of field
conditions at the time of inspection along with data available
to the inspection team. In cases where the reservoir was
lowered or drained prior to inspection, such action, while
improving the stability and safety of the dam, removes the nor-
mal load on the structure and may obscure certain conditions
which might otherwise be detectable if inspected under the nor-
mal operating environment of the structure.

It is important to note that the condition of a dam depends on
numerous and constantly changing internal and external con-
ditions, and is evolutionary in nature. It would be incorrect
to assume that the present condition of the dam will continue to
represent the condition of the dam at some point in the future.
Only through frequent inspections can unsafe conditions be
detected and only through continued care and maintenance can
these conditions be prevented or corrected.

Phase I inspections are not intended to provide detailed hydro-
logic and hydraulic analyses. In accordance with the
established Guidelines, the spillway design flood is based on
the estimated "Probable Maximum Flood" for the region (greatest
reasonably possible storm runoff), or fractions thereof. The
spillway design flood provides a measure of relative spillway
capacity and serves as an aid in detemining the need for more
detailed hydrologic and hydraulic studies, considering the size
of the dam, its general condition and the downstream damage
potential.
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PHASE I REPORT
NATIONAL DAM INSPECTION REPORT

NAME OF DAM YMCA Dam
STATE LOCATED Pennsylvania
COUNTY LOCATED Carbon
STREAM Drakes Creek
DATE OF INSPECTION April 8, 1980

ASSESSMENT

The assessment of YMCA Dam is based upon visual observations
made at the time of inspection, review of available records and
data, hydraulic and hydrologic computations and past operational
performance. The inspection arnd review of data of the YMCA Dam
did not reveal any problems which require emergency action. The
dam appears to be in fair condition. The seepage which was
noted along the toe of dam should be monitored and evaluated by a
professional engineer knowledgeable in earth dams. The eva-
luation should be implemented immediately.

YMCA Dam is a significant hazard-intermediate size dam. The
spillway design flood (SDF) for a dam of this size and classifi-
cation is the 1/2 PMF to PMF. Based on the existing potential9 for loss of life and property damage, the spillway design flood
has been selected as the 1/2 PMF (probable maximum flood). The
spillway and reservoir are capable of controlling approximately
81% of the PMF. Based on criteria established by the Corps of
Engineers, the spillway is termed adequate.

The following recommendations and remedial measures should be
instituted immediately.

1. The fence which spans the spillway crest should be
removed. The purpose of the fence is unclear. Restricting
spillway discharges is a safety hazard and some alternate solu-
tion should be developed to serve whatever purpose the fence
fulfilled.

2. The seepage and wet areas located on the downstream
slope and at the toe of the embankment should be monitored for
turbidity and quantity at regular intervals and during periods
of heavy precipitation. The seepage observed at the right abut-
ment and along the toe of the downstream slope near the right
abutment should be channeled into a collection drainage channel.
The discharge from the spring located at the right abutment
should be diverted away from the toe of the dam in order that
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YMCA DAM

PA 873

any seepage from the dam along the toe could h, observed. The

monitor tng progr-x and the monitoring rcadings should be eva-
luated by a registered profe.,sslonal ongineer experienced In dam

design and coastructlon. Measor,.fs to control seepage should b,_-
implemented as re:quired.

3. Provi.ie vrosion protection on the downstream slope
adjacent to th,, right spillwav wingwall. 'rosion protection

should be provided on the upstream sLope :a lacerit to the
spillway approach wingwalls.

4. Some :-ieans of positive Upstream closure of the

drainline ihutild 1-w developed.

5. Deterioration ot the grouted riprap sect ion should he,

evaluated by a registered professional engineer knowledgeable

in dam design and construction and should h, repaired as deemed
necessary by the, inves tigation.

6. The resrvw.ir drain should be operated aad lubricated

on a r-gular K ,

7. A watning system sho id be developed to warn any
.dwnstr.in resI lent or propet cy ow:wrs' of large spill way
discharges or immin ent failure of the dam. This should be

accomnpli shed pri::ir LO futurc development below the dam.

8. A safetv program shond N,, impJloi(rnted with inspections

at regula s by quail ft-h prsimo-.

1- ROBERT KIMBALL & ASSOCIATES
PROF S ONAI, CONSU'LTI N; EN;lNrERS AND ARCHI' Ecrs

IL JEFFREY i:;'.NALL

S ,

Uate R. Jeffrey Kimball, P.E.

APPROV -.i Iiy-

r ngneerngneer
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PHASE I
NATIONAL DAM INSPECTION PROGRAM

YMCA DAM
NDI. I.D. NO. PA 873
DER I.D. NO. 13-100

SECTION I
PROJECT INFORMATION

1.1 General.

a. Authority. The National Dam Inspection Act, Public Law
92-367, authorized the Secretary of the Army, through the Corps
of Engineers, to initiate a program of inspection of dams
throughout the United States.

b. Purpose. The purpose of the inspection is to determine
if the dam constitutes a hazard to human life or property.

1.2 Description of Project.

a. Dam and Appurtenances. 'MCA Dam is an earthfill dam,
42 feet high and 608 feet long. The crest width is 9 feet.
The upstream slope is 2.5H:IV and grass covered. The downstream
slope was measured to be 2H:IV and grass covered.

The reservoir drain consists of a 24 inch corrugated metal
pipe with a concrete endwall located 270 feet from the left
abutment. The spillway consists of a 42 foot long ogee section,
150 feet from the left abutment. The spillway is blocked by a
chain linked fence. Reinforced concrete retaining walls are
provided along both sides of the spillway channel. The floor of
the channel is a reinforced concrete slab for a distance of
approximately 60 feet. The exit channel is trapezoidal for its
remaining distance to the streambed. The channel is protected
with grouted riprap (36 inches thick) for the initial 90 feet.
The remaining portion of the exit channel (550 feet in length)
to the original streambed is protected with 18 inch thick dumped
riprap. Reinforced concrete cutoff walls were extended into the
embankment on both sides of the spillway. Gravel drains exist
behind the channel walls and also under the channel slab.

The embankment is a zoned earthfill. An impervious clay
material was used as the core section along the embankment
centerline. A cutoff trench is provided to a depth of 10 feet.
The bottom width of the trench is 8 feet. The upstream zone
consists of sandy clay material found in borrow areas near the
site. The downstream zone is a random fill.
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b. Location. The dam is located on Drakes Creek, Carbon
County, Pennsylvania. YMCA Dam can be located on the
Chriatmans, U.S.G.S. 7.5 minute quadrangle.

c. Size Classification. YMCA Dam is an intermediate size
structure (42 feet high, 280 ac-ft.).

d. Hazard Classification. The hazard classification for
YMCA Dam has been determined to be significant. Downstream con-
ditions at the time of the inspection did not indicate that loss
of more than a few lives is probable should the structure fail.
Future development downstream of the dam is probable and it is
evident that plans are in progress to sell lots immediately
below the dam.

e. Ownership. YMCA Dam is owned by the Pleasant Valley
West Property Owner's Association. Correspondence should be
addressed to:

Pleasant Valley West Property Owner's Association
Christmans, Pennsylvania
(717) 325-4695

f. Purpose of Dam. YMCA Dam is used for recreation.

g. Design and Construction History . Construction of the
YMCA dam was completed in late 1967. Very little information is
available on the actual construction of the dam. According to
information located in the Pennsylvania DER files the dam was
constructed by the Operating Engineers Local under a federally
financed manpower retaining program for the Greater Philadelphia
YMCA Council. The construction superintendent was Mr. Thomas
Barrett. The design engineer was Mr. Theodore K. Rothermund of
Penn-Jersey Engineering Company, Portland, Pennsylvania. There
is some mention in the Pennsylvania DER files relative to field
density testing being made at the site under the direction of
the Penn-Jersey Engineering Company. Compression tests of the
concrete used in the spillway structure was performed by
Allentown Testing Laboratories Inc., Bethlehem, Pennsylvania.

h. Normal Operating Procedures. The owner of the dam did
not accompany the inspection team on the inspection of the dam.
Neither the owner nor a representative of the owner was
available for interview for the purposes of this inspection. It
appears that no operations are conducted at the dam. The reser-
voir drainline appeared to be partially opened and an estimated
100 gpm was discharging from the 24 inch diameter CMP.
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1.3 Pertinent Oata.

a.Drainage_ ;-L-, 1. 41) sq tc.re mi Ic
(..c:.>. 7. minute qui'drangi

b. Discharg(e at Dam Site (cfs).

.ax ium ktOWn flood at dam site Unkno;wn
Draini ne capacity at normal pofol Unknown
Spillw,-ay capacity at top of dam 1075
Additional spillway capacity at teft

abutxent 986
Combfocid disk-harge capacity 20}61

c. Elevation (U.S.G.S. Datum) (teet). Fiased on assumed
rircipal spillway crest elevation 1535.0. 1,,t ImatLd from

U.S.G.S. 7.5 minute quadrangle.

Top oC dam - considered 'Ow point 1539.0
Top of d:am - design height Unknown
Maxmnun pool -- design surcharge Unknown
Nor~ral pool 1535.0
Spi LLwa, crest M 35.0
Addi ti.,;al spillway capacity

(Left abutment) crest 1535.6
Upstream invert - 24" drainline Unknown
Downstroam invert - 24" drainltne i499.3
Maximum tailwater None
Toe of dhA 1497.4

d. Kewvo ir -(f -eet)

Leng 'th 0 f maximum pool. 2200 feet
Length of normal pool 100 feet

e. Storage (acre-feet).

Norma] pool 215
rop of da, 280

f. Reservoir Surface (acres).

Top of dam 28
Normal pool 19
Spil Iway cre'it 19

g. • ham.

Type art h i I I
i,eu,,i 'habP feet
mie t Cht 42 feet
Top wlidth 1 leet

Side " . . -1pctr"i': 2. )1: 1V
-- 0 yin ;tr,.nm 2'I: IV



Zoning Yes
Impervious core Center section
Cutoff Clay core
Grout curtain Unknown

h. Reservoir Drain.

Type 24" Corrugated metal pipe
Length Unknown
Closure 24" gate valve
Access Man-hole on embankment crest
Regulating facilities 24" gate valve

i. Spillway.

Type Concrete ogee
Length 42 feet
Crest elevation (estimate) 1535.0
Upstream channel Lake
Downstream channel Reinforced concrete

slab for a distance
of approximately 60'
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SECTION 2I
ENGINEERING DATA

2.1 Design. Review of information in the files of the j
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Department of Environmental
Resources revealed that some correspondence and permit infor-
mation were available for review. No construction plans or
structural details were available for review. Information in
the Pennsylvania DER files point to the fact that core borings
were made but this information was not available in the file nor
could it be obtained from the owner.

2.2 Construction. Very little information is available on
construction of the dam. At least one inspection report pre-
pared by PennDER in 1967 questions the construction procedures
utilized. The report makes mention of large size material
(rocks) being incorporated into the embankment fill. Several
test result reports relative to the compressive strength of the
concrete utilized in construction of the spillway and field den-
sity tests of the embankment material are available in the
Pennsylvania DER files.

2.3 Operation. No operating records are known to exist.

2.4 Evaluation.

a. Availability. Engineering data were provided by
Pennsylvania DER, Bureau of Dams and Waterway Management. The
owner was not available for interview in regard to operation and
maintenance of the dam.

b. Adequacy. No design data was available for review for
the purposes of this report. Minimal information was available
for review concerning the construction of the dam. The Phase I
Report is based on visual inspection and hydrologic and
hydraulic analyses. Sufficient information exists to complete a
Phase I Report.
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SECTION 3
VISUAL INSPECTION

3.1 Findings.

a. General. The onsite inspection of YMCA Dam was con-
ducted by personnel of L. Robert Kimball and Associates on April
8, 1980. The inspection consisted of:

1. Visual inspection of the retaining structure,
abutments and toe.

2. Examination of the spillway facilities, exposed
portion of any outlet works and other appurtenant
works.

3. Observations affecting the runoff potential of
the drainage basin.

4. Evaluation of the downstream area hazard potential.

b. Dam. The dam appears to be in fair condition. From a
brief survey conducted during the inspection, it was noted that
the main embankment crest to the right of the spillway isI

generally even. The embankment crest to the left of the
spillway in the area of the left abutment was lower in
elevation. The crest of the dam as well as the upstream and
downstream slopes were grass covered. The crest width was
measured to be 9 feet. The upstream slope was measured to be
2.5H:IV and the downstream slope was 2H:IV. Erosion was notedj
on the downstream slope adjacent to the right spillway wingwall.
The potential for erosion exists along the upstream slopes adja-
cent to both spillway wingwalls.

Seepage was observed in several areas along the downstream
toe of the dam and in the area of the drainline discharge struc-
ture at the toe of the dam. Flow along the right abutment
appeared to be originating from a spring located at the right
above the dam. Flow along the toe from this area was measured
to be approximately 43 to 45 gallons per minute (See page A-12).
Another seepage measurement point was made in the area to the
left of the drainline discharge structure. Flow in this area
was measured to be approximately 2 gallons per minute.
Information obtained in past Pennsylvania DER inspection report
memos indicate that seepage was observed during construction of
the dam. The location of this seepage was not pinpointed and
therefore no determination as to a history of seepage can be
made. Comments in the inspection report memo's made during 1967
and 1968 indicate that seepage was evident and only one report
mentions the location of the seepage. A 1968 memo indicates
that flow was coming from one of the weep holes in the retaining
wall on the abutment of the spillway structure. The water was
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noted as being clear with no fines and it appears that in the
judgement of the inspector that the source of the flow was from
groundwater.

c. Appurtenant Structures. The water level at the time of
inspection was estimated to be at elevation 1535.0. The
spillway appeared to be in good condition and there was no evi-
dence of deterioration of the concrete. The spillway discharge
channel immediately below the spillway structure consisted of
slush grouted riprap. The discharge channel appeared to be in
good condition, although some flow was noted to be discharging
from underneath the grouted riprap section. This condition, if
allowed to continue could lead to the possible deterioration of

portins of the grouted riprap section. A chain link fence which
spans the spillway tends to reduce the discharge potential of
the spillway.

The drainline for the reservoir consists of a 24 inch
corrugated metal pipe. A concrete structure is present at the
discharge end of the pipe. The reservoir drain discharge chan-
nel eventually joins the natural stream below the dam. Some
discharge from the pipe was noted during the inspection and the
discharge was estimated to be approximately 100 gpm. A manhole
exists on the embankment crest which serves as an entrance to
the drainline controls.

A depressed area to the left of the spillway located at the
left abutment was observed during the inspection and it was
concluded by the inspecting engineers that the area had the
potential to provide additional spillway capacity for the dam.
It was determined that discharges from this area would flow
along a roadway which provides access to the dam.

d. Reservoir Area. The watershed is covered mostly with
timberland. The reservoir slopes are gentle to moderate and do
not appear to be susceptible to massive landslides which would
affect the storage volume of the reservoir or cause overtopping
of the dam by displacing water.

e. Downstream Channel. The downstream channel of the YMCA
Dam (Drakes Creek) eventually joins the Lehigh River approxima-
tely 2 miles downstream. Drakes Creek is relatively narrow for
its entire length to the Lehigh River.

3.2 Evaluation. In general, the embankment, spillway structure
and outlet works appear to be in fair condition.

7
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SECTION 4
OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

4.1 Procedures. Water level is maintained at the spillway
crest at elevation 1535.0. The owner of the damn was not
available for an interview, therefore the operational pro-
ceedures for this dam are unknown.

4.2 Maintenance of the Dam. No planned maintenance schedule
for the dam is known to exist.

4.3 Maintenance of Operating Facilities.. The operating proce-
dures for this dam are unknown. The condition of the facilities
is considered fair.

4.4 Warning System in Effect. There is no known warning system
in effect to warn any downstream residents or property owners of
large spillway discharges or imminent failure of the dam. At
the time of inspection there were no downstream residents
although it is obvious that plans are to develop the downstream
area below the dam.

4.5 Evaluation. The condition of the operating facilities is
unknown. There is no known warning system in effect to warn
downstream residents.
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SECTION 5
HYDRAULICS AND HYDROLOGY

5.1 Evaluation of Features.

a. Design Data. The Pennsylvania DER files contained only
a mention of the hydrologic and hydraulic design considerations
used in the design of these facilities. The SCS method was men-
tioned as being used to determine the hydraulic and hydrologic
characteristics of the dam and watershed. Information in the
file suggests that a designed span width of 45 feet was con-
sidered for the spillway crest as well as 5 feet of freeboard.

b. Experience Data. No rainfall, runoff or reservoir
level data were available. The spillway reportedly has func-
tioned adequately in the past.

c. Visual Observations. The spillway appeared to be in
good condition. A depressed area was observed at left abutment
and this area was considered as being capable of providing addi-
tional spillway capacity for the dam. Flow across the left
abutment would discharge along the roadway which provides access
to the dam and would ultimately discharge flow beyond the toe of
dam.

d. Overtopping Potential. Overtopping potential was
investigated through the development of the probable maximum
flood (PMF) for the watershed and the subsequent routing of the
PMF and fractions of the PMF through the reservoir and spillway.

The Corps of Engineers, Baltimore District, has directed
that the HEC-1 Dam Safety Version systemized computer program be
utilized. The program was prepared by the Hydrologic
Engineering Center (HEC), U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Davis,
California, July, 1978. The major methodologies or key input
data for this program are discussed briefly in Appendix D.

5.2 Evaluation Assumptions. To enable us to complete the
hydraulic and hydrologic analysis for this structure, it was
necessary to make the following assumptions.

1. Pool elevation prior to the storm was at the spillway
crest elevation 1535.0.

2. Additional discharge capacity exists at the left abut-
ment and flow through this area was considered safe to an eleva-
Cion of 1539.0 feet. Discharges above an elevation of 1539.0
feet were considered as sufficient to cause erosion at the left
spillway wingwall and therefore provide potential for failure of
the structure due to overtopping.



3. The top of dam was considered to be at elevation 1539.0
f eet.

4. The fence which spans the spillway crest was considered
as sufficient to reduce the normal coefficient of discharge of
the structure to a value of 3.2. However, no consideration was
made of the reduced cross sectional area due to the fence.

5.3 Summary of Overtopping Analysis. Complete summary sheets
for the computer output are presented in Appendix D.

Peak inflow (PM?) 2684 cfs
Spillway capacity 1075 cfs
Additional spillway
capacity (left abutment) 986 cfs

Combined discharge
capacity 2061 cfs

a. Spillway Adequacy Rating. The Spillway Design Flood
(SDF) for this dam is the 1/2 PM?4 to PMF storm. The SDF is
based on the hazard and size classification of the dam. Based
on the hazard potential for this dam the spillway design flood
(SDF) was selected as the 1/2 PMF. Based on the following defi-
nition provided by the Corps of Engineers, the spillway is rated
as adequate as a result of our hydrologic analysis.

Adequate - All significant hazard dams which pass the
spillway design flood (1/2 PMF).

The spillway and reservoir are capable of controlling the
1/2 PM? storm without overtopping the dam. However, the addi-
tional spillway capacity at the left abutment provides approxi-
mately 48% of the discharge potential for the dam.

The fence in the spillway will reduce the actual spillway
capacity determined from this analysis.

5.4 Summary of Dam Breach Analysis. As the subject dam can
satisfactorily pass the 1/2 PM? without failure (based on
analysis) it was not necessary to perform the dam breach analy-
sis and downstream routing of the flood wave.
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SECTION 6
STRUCTURAL STABILITY

6.1 Evaluation of Structural Stability.

a. Visual Observations. Minor erosion on the downstream
embankment slope adjacent to the right wingwall was observed
during the inspection. The potential for erosion exists on the
upstream embankment adjacent to both wingwalls which provide the
approach to the spillway. Discharge from the spillway shows a
potential for erosion of the grouted riprap section which provi-
des the outlet channel for spillway discharges. Flow under the
grouted riprap could lead to potential deterioration of the
discharge channel and the effectiveness of grouted riprap. Two
flow areas were noted during the inspection. One flow area was
observed to exist along the toe and originating from a spring on
the right abutment and flowing along the right abutment embank-
ment contact. It was not possible during the inspection to
determine whether the seepage along the toe from the right abut-
ment contact was seepage through the dam or discharge origi-
nating from a spring located at the right abutment. Past
information available in the Pennsylvania DER files suggest that
seepage was noted during construction of the dam. No signs of
instability were noted during the inspection. However, long
term stability is questionable due to observed seepage noted
during the inspection. A second area was noted beyond the toe
of the dam adjacent to the drainline discharge structure.

b. Design and Construction Data. Minimal design and
construction data exists in the Pennsylvania DER files.
Stability analyses, although recommended by DER to the owner of
the dam prior to and during construction, were not completed. No
stability analyses were conducted for this dam.

c. Operating Records. No operating records are known to exist.

d. Post Construction Changes. No post construction
changes are known to have occurred since the structure was built
in 1968.

e. Seismic Stability. The dam is located in seismic zone
1. No seismic stability analyses has been performed. Normally,
it can be considered that if a dam in this zone is stable under
static loading conditions, it can be assumed safe for any
expected earthquake loading. The dam appears to be statically
stable and it is assumed that this dam is stable for any
expected earthquake loadings.



SECTION 7

ASSESSMENT AND RECOMMENDATIONS /REM.EDIAL MEASURES'

7.1 Dam Assessment.

a. Safety. The dam appears to be in fair condition. No
signs of immediate instability were observed during the
inspection. Minor erosion is occurring near the right spillway
wingwall on the downstream slope. The potential for erosion
exists at the spillway approach adjacent to both wingwalls.
Seepage noted during the inspection was observed in several
locations. Flow from the right abutment was measured to be
approximately 43 to 45 gallons per minute. The origination of
the flow could not be determined due to the fact that a spring
exists on the right abutment and contributes significantly to
the measured flow along the toe.* A seepage area was located
adjacent to the 24 inch discharge structure located at the toe
of the dam. Seepage in this area was noted to be approximately
2 gallons per minute. The visual observations, review of
available data, hydraulic and hydrologic calculations indicate
that the YMCA dam's spillway is adequate.

b. Adegacy of Information. Sufficient information is
available to complete a Phase I Report.

c. Urgency. The recommendations suggested below should be
implemented immediately.

d. Necessity for Further Investigation. In order to
accomplish some of the recommendations/remedial measures
outlined below, further investigations will be required.

7.2 Recommendations/Remedial Measures.

1. The fence which spans the spillway crest should be
removed. The purpose of the fence is unclear. Restricting
spillway discharges is a safety hazard and some alternate solu-
tion should be developed to serve whatever purpose the fence
fulfilled.

2. The seepage and wet areas located on the downstream
slope and at the toe of the embankment should be monitored for
turbidity and quantity at regular intervals and during periods
of heavy precipitation. The seepage observed at the right abut-
ment and along the toe of the downstream slope near the right
abutment should be channeled into a collection drainage channel.
The discharge from the spring located at the right abutment
should be diverted away from the toe of the dam in order that

12



any seepage from the dam along the toe could be observed. The
monitoring program and the onitoring readings should be eva-
luated by a registered professional engineer experienced in dam
design and construction. Measures to control seepage should be
implemented as required.

3. Provide erosion protection on the downstream slope
adjacent to the right spillway wingwall. Erosion protection
should be provided on the upstream slope adjacent to the
spillway approach wingwalls.

4. Some means of positive upstream closure of the
drainline should be developed.

5. Deterioration of the grouted riprap section should be
evaluated by a registered professional engineer knowledgeable
in dam design and construction and should be repaired as deemed
necessary by the investigation.

6. The reservoir drain should be operated and lubricated
on a regular basis.

7. A warning system should be developed to warn any
downstream residents or property owners of large spillway
discharges or imminent failure of the dam. This should be
accomplished prior to future development below the dam.

8. A safety program should be implemented with inspections
at regular intervals by qualified personnel.

13



APPENDIX AI
CHECKLIST, VISUAL INSPECTION, PHASE II
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YMCA DAM

Photograph Descriptions

Sheet 1. Front

(1) Upper left - Spillway discharge structure with

Slush grouted riprap discharge channel
in foreground.

(2) Upper right - View of upstream slope, crest of dam
and lef t abutment.

(3) Lower left _ Manhole cover for 24" gate valve.
(4) Lower right - View of upstream slope and area

providing additional spillway capacity
at the lef t abutment.

Sheet 1. Back

(5) Upper left - Downstream slope, 24" CKP discharge
structure and seepage area in foreground.

(6) Upper right - Downstream view of discharge channel.
(7) Lower left - Downstream slope and right abutment.
(8) Lower right - Seepage area at toe adjacent to 24" C4 P

discharge structure.
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APPENDIX D
HYDROLOGY AND HYDRAULICS

Methodology. The dam overtopping and breach analyses were
accomplished using the systemized computer program HEC-! (Dam
Safety Investigation), September, 1978, prepared by the
Hydrologic Engineering Center, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
Davis, California. A brief description of the methodology used
in the analysis is presented below.

1. Precipitation. The Probable Maximum Precipitation
(PMP) is derived and determined from regional charts prepared
from past rainfall records including "Hydrometeorological
Report No. 40" prepared by the U.S. Weather Bureau.

The index rainfall is reduced from 10% to 20% depending on
watershed size by utilization of what is termed the HOP Brook
adjustment factor. Distribution of the total rainfall is made
by the computer program using distribution methods developed by
the Corps.

2. Inflow Hydrograph. The hydrologic analysis used in
development of the overtopping potential is based on applying a
hypothetical storm to a unit hydrograph to obtain the inflow
hydrograph for reservoir routing.

The unit hydrograph is developed using the Snyder method. This
method requires calculation of several key parameters. The
following list gives these parameters their definition and how
they were obtained for these analysis.

Parameter Definition Where Obtained

Ct Coefficient representing From Corps of
variations of watershed Engineers*

L Length of main stream From U.S.G.S.
channel miles 7.5 minute

topgraphic

Lca Length on main stream From U.S.G.S.
to centroid of watershed 7.5 minute

topographic

Cp Peaking coefficient From Corps of
Engineers*

A Watershed size From U.S.G.S.
7.5 minute
topographic

*Developed by the Corps of Engineers on a regional basis for
Pennsylvania.

D-1
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3. Routing. Reservoir routing is accomplished by using
Modified Plus routing techniques where the flood hydrograph is
routed through reservoir storage. Hydraulic capacities of the
outlet works, spillways and the crest of the dam are used as
outlet controls in the routing.

The hydraulic capacity of the outlet works can either be calcu-
lated and input or sufficient dimensions input and the program
will calculate an elevation discharge relationship.

Storage in the pool area is defined by an area - elevation rela-
tionship from which the computer calculates storage. Surface
areas are either planimetered from available mapping or U.S.G.S.
7.5 minute series topographic maps or taken from reasonably
accurate design data.

4. Dam Overtopping. Using given percentages of the PMF
the computer program will calculate the percentage of the PMF
which can be controlled by the reservoir and spillway without
the dam overtopping.

5. Dam Breach and Downstream Routing. The computer
program is equipped to determine the increase in downstream
flooding due to failure of the dam caused by overtopping. This
is accomplished by routing both the pre-failure peak flow and
the peak flow through the breach (calculated by the computer
with given input assumptions) at a given point in time and
determining the water depth in the downstream channel. Channel
cross-sections taken from U.S.G.S. 7.5 minute topographic maps
were used in the downstream flood wave routing. Pre and post
failure water depths are calculated at locations where cross-
sections are input.

D-2



HYDROLOGY AND HYDRAMLICS ANALYSIS I
DATA BASE

NAME OF DAM: YMCA Dam

PROBABLE MAXUIMM PRECIPITATION (PMP) = 22.0

STATION 1 2 3

Station Description YMCA Dam

Drainage Area
(square miles) 1.49

Cumulative Drainage Area
(square miles) 1.49

Adjustment of PMF for
Drainage Area (%)()
6 hours 111

12 hours 123
24 hours 133
48 hours 142
72 hours

Snyder Hydrograph
ParametersZon (2) 2

Cp 13) 0.45
ct (3) 2.10
L (miles) (4 1.70
Lca (miles) (4) 0.89
tp - Ct(LxLca) 0.3 hrs. 2.38

Spillway Data
Crest Length (ft) 42
Freeboard (ft) 4.0
Discharge Coefficient 3.2
Exponent 1.5

(1 )Hydrometeorological Report 33 (Figure 1), U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, 1965.

(2)Hydrological zone defined by Corps of Engineers, Baltimore
District, for determining Snyder's coefficients (% and Ct)"

(3 )Snyder's Coefficients.
(4 )L=Length of longest water course from outlet to basin divide.

Lea-Length of water course from outlet to point opposite the

centroid of drainage area.
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CHECK LIST
HYDROLOGIC AND HYDRAULIC

ENGINEERING DATA

DRAINAGE AREA CHARACTERISTICS: 1-4Q mi2 nndiet gntl , ainpes

ELEVATION TOP NORMAL POOL (STORAGE CAPACITY): 215 ac-ft

ELEVATION TOP FLOOD CONTROL POOL (STORAGE CAPACITY): 280 ac-ft

ELEVATION MAXIMUM DESIGN POOL: Unknown

ELEVATION TOP DAM: 1539.0

SPILLWAY CREST:

a. Elevation 1535.0
b. Type Concrete ogee section
c. Width Crest length - 42 feet

d. Length Slush grouted riprap for approximately 60'

e. Location Spillover Near left abutment

f. Number and Type of Gates None

OUTLET WORKS:

a. Type 24" CMP
b. Location Through embankment - avoroximatelv Station 2+10

c. Entrance inverts Unknown

d. Exit inverts 1499.3

e. Emergency drawdown facilities .;MY

HYDROMETEOROLOGICAL GAUGES:

a. Type None

b. Location Nnnp
c. Records None

MAXIMUM NON-DAMAGING DISCHARGE: Unknown
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DAM NAME "MCA

I.D. NUMBER 673
4 L. ROBERT KIMBALL & ASSOCIATES

CONSULTING ENGINEERS A ARCHITECTS SHEET NO.._. ./ OF z'

- EBENSBURG PENNSYLVANIA BY _412_ DATE - - L)

Logs PATs AvarA iaA'.6 FLOW4 PALt\1T;

r)er '%c cockS oF JEQGtElzS

S'T TQ S'cP$/MI

QRrCW =.S"_- OF 'PEAK F-OW..)
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2adV7 34Z~ 7
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DAM NAME YM'CA ON^\
1.0). NUM1BER 8 73

SL. ROBERT KIMBALL & ASSOCIATES
SCONSULTING ENGINEERS & ARCHITECTS SHEET NO.....1...OF
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DAM NAME KMC O A,

1.0. NUMBER 7
'~L. ROBERT KIM1BALL & ASSOCIATES
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APPENDIX F
GEOLOGY



General Geology

The YMCA Dam lies within the Poconos Plateau Section of the
Appalachian Plateau Physiographic Province. This region is
characterized by both broad and narrow anticlines and synclines.
While drag folds and minor faulting may be common in the area,
no major faulting is indicated in the vicinity of the dam.

The bedrock underlying the reservoir and dam is the
Mississippian aged Pocono Group. This group consists mainly of
fine to coarse grained sandstone with some conglomerate,
siltstone, shale and coal. The moderate to thick bedding is
normally well developed. The regular and steeply dipping to
vertical joints are also well developed. The rocks of the
Pocono group are very resistant to weathering and form an exc-
cellent foundation for heavy structures. The interstitial and
secondary porosity give the rocks of this group a high effective
porosity.
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